Microwave Circuits and Devices
Laboratory no. 1
Note: Even if an image contains more information than 1000 words, the "little black things" between the
pictures have their purpose in current document.

Design of the multisection impedance matching transformers
Load mismatch, with its associated power loss, appears when there is an impedance mismatch
between the source and the load. The impedance mismatch can be corrected in several ways, the most
simple and often used being the placement of a transmission line with a physical length equal to /4 at the
operating frequency (quarter-wave transformer) and a characteristic impedance half-way (geometric mean)
between the source and load impedance. Instead of an abrupt change in impedance between the source and
the load we achieve a gradual change (increase or decrease) in impedance, improving the power transfer at
the operating frequency.
The main drawback of the quarter-wave transformer consists of its relatively narrow passband (the
frequency band where a "good enough" impedance match is achieved). A wider passband can be achieved
inserting more sections of transmission line, all having a physical length equal to /4 at the operating
frequency (commensurate lines), the goal being the same, achieving a gradual change in impedance
between the source and the load. As a consequence, the values of the characteristic impedances must
increase or decrease monotonically across the multisection transformer.

The first step consists in the design of the multisection transformer starting from your individual
data. For design relation you must read lecture 3 (2017/2018). In the lab we use quick design sheets for
binomial and Chebyshev transformers design. The two transformers differ in the way the power loss limit is
allowed across the passband (only at the edge of the passband for the binomial one, at multiple frequencies
inside the passband and on the edges for the Chebyshev one).
Suppose your individual data requests that you design a binomial transformer to match an 110Ω load
to a 50Ω source at 3 GHz, maximum allowable reflection |Γ| = 0.15. This will give a ratio ZL/Z0 ≈ 2. From
the binomial quick design sheet we use the line corresponding to ZL/Z0 = 2 for the 3 sections transformer
(N=3).
Z1/Z0 = 1.0907, Z1=54.53 Ω;

Z2/Z0 = 1.4142, Z2=70.71 Ω;

Z3/Z0 = 1.8337, Z3=91.68 Ω

Even if the quick design sheets give results only for ZL/Z0 > 1, they can be used to achieve a match
even if the source has higher impedance than the load. As in previous example, matching a 50Ω source to an
110Ω load generates a impedance succession (increasingly) 50Ω, 54.53Ω, 70.71Ω, 91.68Ω, 110Ω. The same
values, but in reverse order (decreasingly) can be used to match an 110Ω source to a 50Ω load: 110Ω,
91.68Ω, 70.71Ω, 54.53Ω, 50Ω. As a consequence, for both quick design sheets we will use Z0 as the lower
and ZL as the higher of the two values received in your individual data (source/load). Z1 will be placed next
to Z0, and Z3 will be placed next to ZL.

Initial values for the Chebyshev transformers will come from the second quick design sheet, with an
extra parameter: the maximum allowable reflection coefficient (in this case |Γ| = 0.15 ≈ 0.20)
Binomial multisection matching transformers

Chebyshev multisection matching transformers

Starting ADS
In the lab we use Advanced Design System produced by Keysight. The operating system is 64bit
Windows 7. To start the software click the Start button and choose the commands succession Start >
Advanced Design System 2016.01 > Advanced Design System 2016.01.

The main program window - Advanced Design System (Main) allows project management (creation,
deletion, archiving – useful for moving a project to another computer, a 7-zip archiving method is used,
resulting in a file with the "7zads" extension which stores the project's directory structure), and access to
individual project files.
Each project (workspace) will consist in a directory with a name "chosen name" + "_wrk", created
by default in the workspace directory chosen when installing ADS. Each project can be divided at will (File
> New > Library) in multiple libraries, but at least one will be created by default at the moment of the
project/workspace creation. A library consists of different schematics which share a common technology, it
will physically represent a subdirectory "library_name" + "_lib" in the workspace directory and can be
reused in another projects later. A library can contain multiple cells. A cell is the equivalent to a schematic;
it is created as a subdirectory "cell_name" in the parent library's directory and can contain multiple views of
the same schematic. Typical views include Schematic (File > New > Schematic), Layout (File > New >
Layout) and Symbol (File > New > Symbol).

It is recommended that you choose View > Startup Directory
directory followed by the File > New > Workspace

to get to the default workspace

command to create a new project. The creation of

the project is a multistep process. In the first window that appears you can start typing the desired project
name, by default the "_wrk" ending is automatically added by the software (you can force a name without
"_wrk" even it is not advisable). In the first lab you can press "Finish" after the first window. Later you can
choose if needed the name of the associated library, also a technology to be used by this project.

The new project and the corresponding default library are automatically opened. Then you can create
the first schematic using the button

or the File > New > Schematic command from the menu. Choose

an appropriate name for this cell (default view is schematic). Save

this schematic. If you accidentally

close it, you can reopen it from the main window, "Folder View" tab or "Library View" tab

Simulation of the impedance transformer
In the schematic created in the previous step you will draw the multisection transformer calculated
for your own data. For this, access the component palette where all the available schematic symbols are
conveniently divided into palettes, each containing similar items. By default, the Lumped-Components
palette is opened. You will need to change to TLines-Ideal where ideal models for transmission line reside.
The element to be entered is the first in the list called TLIN, the ideal transmission line model where all
structural and material elements are absent.

Insert 3 transmission line sections in the schematic by clicking on the item icon in the palette then
clicking the desired place on the schematic. You will notice that the default impedance is 50Ohm, the
electrical length (E = βl) is 90° at a frequency of 1GHz.

You will need to change these values. Double-clicking an item opens the Edit Instance Parameters
window where these parameters can be changed. The parameters in this window correspond to the particular
parameters of that item. Even if changes can be made clicking on the schematic directly, the parameters
window is the preferable way to change any item, because not all parameters are visible on the
schematic.

The simulation that will reveal the quality of the match will be a S parameters simulation. A
particular schematic can be analyzed with multiple methods (circuit/electromagnetic, linear/non-linear),
often in the same time. To indicate the simulations to be performed for the schematic, one or more
simulation controllers must be inserted. In this case the S-Parameters controller can be found in the
Simulation-S_Param palette. Insert the items denoted in next image: a simulation controller (S P) and two
terminators (Term) that will be the two ports: source and load. For the example, we are interested in the
input terminator (traditionally Num=1) having an impedance of 50 Ω and the output terminator (Num=2)

110 Ω. Also, the simulation should be done in a band around the 3 GHz frequency, for example in the
1÷5GHz band with a 0.05GHz step. Do not forget to change the simulation controller parameters for the
individual data you received. Also, terminator impedances need to be changed to match the values of the
source and load in the individual data.

Use wires

, ground

Start the simulation:

, and rotate

from the button bar to finish the schematic.

, or F7 or menu commands Simulate > Simulate. Because it's a circuit

simulation with ideal models, you can expect the simulation to finish briefly, in seconds. The simulator
window shown below remains open. Track messages to identify a possible error message in the "Simulation
Messages" section. If necessary, try to interpret and correct the error, in case of failure call the teacher's
help.

Once the analysis has finished successfully, the Data Display window will open automatically. If this
doesn't happen, check in menu Simulate > Simulation Settings if the checkbox "Open Data Display when
simulation ends" is checked.

You are interested in representing the amplitude of the reflection coefficient |Γ|, so click the
rectangular graph icon then click on the data display window. In the next window that appears choose to plot
the input reflection coefficient S (1,1) then Add, then choose to represent the modulus of the complex
number (Magnitude).

The result that will show the quality of the impedance matching at a particular frequency is the
representation of the S parameters resulting in a null or "almost null" reflection coefficient at that frequency.
The initial match is not perfect (intentionally) because ZL/Z0 ratio is not exactly equal to 2. You will need to
use the Tune tool

to finish the impedance matching.

Initially the tune tool starts empty. Add parameters to be tuned by clicking on items on the schematic
then choosing the impedance to be added to the tune list. Remember that all impedances are have a length
/4 at 3GHz so neither E or F must not be tuned.

You may need to change (if it is convenient for you) the selection in the Simulate section (in this
particular schematic a simulation finishes fast enough that "While Slider Moves" permits real time changing
of the graph). Also at your convenience Min/Max/Step values and "Snap Slider to Step" checkbox can be
changed (remember that all three characteristic impedances must lie between the source and load
impedance values). The characteristic impedances of the three transmission lines will be changed with the
slider to achieve the desired result. If you reach a candidate solution use the Store button to temporarily save

it, then if needed the Recall button to revert to that solution if a better solution is not found. Use 1-2 markers
( Marker > New ) to view exact value of the reflection coefficient at a particular frequency.
Final results should look similar to the next two images.

For the binomial multisection matching transformer your graph should reach 0 (or very close) at the
operating frequency, should have a maximally flat shape and have the largest possible passband in this
conditions.

For the Chebyshev multisection matching transformer your graph should reach 0 (or very close) at
three frequencies (one of which should be the operating frequency) and the two maxima between them
should reach the maximum allowable reflection |Γ| from your individual data.
In both cases 2 markers (or one marker that is moved) should be used to detect the two lateral
frequencies where the maximum allowable reflection |Γ| is found, to compute the passband.
(Most important) Note: At the end of the lab, the final tuned parameters must be handed over to the
teacher, not the initial computed ones.

